
The Sprinkle of Light





Although created in Pre-pandemic 2020, Bahareh and Farzaneh Safarani’s work in Sprinkle of Light pre-
 sciently considers presence and absence, taking on two age-old challenges for artists: how to depict air,
 and how to depict a living, breathing person who appears still.  Whether showing air, gently billowing
overlaid video curtains, enlivening the scene or metaphorically standing for winds of change, or challeng-
ing breath itself, in the depiction of a still subject, the Safarani sisters treat current topics couched in art his-
torical tropes and self-awareness

Opening the show, Opening the show, Sprinkle of Light, introduces it.  The tightly made bed, in front of the bay window, cur-
 tained on three sides is the video-projected shadowed dancers’ stage. As the video curtain parts, they
 reveal trees in full bloom outside the window, signs of new life and new beginnings.  Sunbeams illuminate
and cast linear shadows on the empty bed, a stage for the future

 In the following video paintings, the Safarani sisters cooperate to produce full-size figurative paintings of In the following video paintings, the Safarani sisters cooperate to produce full-size figurative paintings of
 a single subject, bringing self-discovery, formed with video projection, to the otherwise static depiction of
 a figure.  The reclining figure in Aware (2020) seems just awakened, with open eyes, lying between two
 mental states: sleep, wakefulness and possibly, dreaming.  Through the window opening, video-projected
sunlit leaves enter the room and fall upon the floor
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  Sprinkle of the light, Oil on canvas overlaid with video projection,78 x 58 inches, 2020



  Aware, Oil color on canvas overlaid with video projection, 120 x 72 inches, 2020





Remember, Oil on canvas overlaid with video projection, 72 x 48 inches, 2019
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Beneath the Breath, Oil on canvas overlaid with video projection,65 x 82 inches  2020

   On display at Morris Museum, Morris, NJ From April 3- November 14   2021
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 May the honest glory lighten my bedroom and the wind breathes out the aroma of the
 trees. May the breeze moderate the heavy aroma trapped into the trees and wash away
 the chaos. May nature sprinkle light through windows and the darkness and coldness

rush to run away

 Then, let's rest for a while and dream of dancing together joyfully between the trees Then, let's rest for a while and dream of dancing together joyfully between the trees
 and clear our unconscious mind of any blurry facts. And then waking up at a festive
 sunset with a smile that deeply reflects goodness, shouting out that “everything”is just

better than before

poem by Bahareh Safarani
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